Fleet Maintenance Management:
EMDECS software + TMS
Bringing together all the moving parts of your enterprise

BrightOrder
A multi-dimensional solution, made simple.
BrightOrder is a pioneer and industry leader of Fleet Maintenance Software
(EMDECS) and Transportation Management Software Solutions. The company was
founded in 1996 and has since grown to serve over 1,700 companies with 1.5 million
assets globally. We provide the total global logistics package to help improve the
functionality of your operation.
Our integrated offering includes:
• Fleet Maintenance Software for the smallest to largest of fleets
• Seamless integration with a Transportation Management System (TMS)
• Hosting and Cloud services, which brings everything together with one vendor

BrightOrder… we bring together all the moving parts of your enterprise.

Our Fleet Maintenance Software
EMDECS is cloud-based maintenance software for heavy-duty equipment
combining fleet and repair shop management into one comprehensive package.
Streamline both in-house and sublet maintenance activities and keep your fleet
compliant with federal and state mandated regulations. We’ve built in everything
you need to track assets, instantly see profit and loss, manage preventive
maintenance, and reduce downtime for your fleet.

Improving operational profitability
If you don’t have a laser focus on your fleet maintenance expenses, your gross profits
can get eaten up quickly. EMDECS helps run your fleet maintenance more efficiently,
reduce the incidents of re-work and manage your warranty parts.
How can we do this?
•

ENABLE your operation to take control of and manage the life cycle of each
asset in terms of maintenance and repair.

•

REDUCE rework and improve the overall parts management process.

•

COMBINE fleet and repair shop management into one comprehensive package.
This gives you true visibility into the asset and the status of service work
performed on the asset. The EMDECS software contains everything needed
to instantly manage preventive maintenance and repairs, which is critical to
reducing downtime for fleets.

•

RECOVER maintenance costs by tracking cores and warranty, ensuring PM
compliance, providing trend data on which makes and models of equipment
perform best and which need the most maintenance and repair. These
capabilities and access to key data provide you with the tools needed to make
the best decisions on asset spec’ing.

“After implementing EMDECS, our shop has saved roughly $4,800 a
month on over-stocking parts, tracking warranty & cores. My profit
increased 15% over the last year thanks to EMDECS.”
– Kevin, (Director of Maintenance) FL

Increasing operational control
Losing control over your business operations can create issues with productivity. EMDECS helps monitor the
status and progression of your fleet maintenance through several customizable features embedded into the
software. You’ll never feel out of the loop!
How can we do this?
•

MONITOR progress of the job from estimate to invoice so everyone involved in the repair
understands the status and has visibility into the repair and when the asset will be ready to go back
on the road.

•

MANAGE parts inventory and track parts warranties. This capability provides your organization the
power to manage everything in one application.

•

TRACK technicians and roadside repairs in real time providing visibility and notifications regarding the
status of the vehicle and the emergency roadside repair.

Whether you operate a national repair facility, or run an independent for-profit shop, EMDECS provides the
right solution for you.

Repair Shop Maintenance Solution
EMDECS keeps your shop profitable by making every operation transparent. Instantly see profits on each
job, part and service in easy-to-generate reports. Repair orders are simple for your technicians to fill out in
real time. See everything that’s going on in your shop with EMDECS.
In-Depth Reporting
• Analyze Profitability
• Determine Equipment Value
• Categorize Inventory
VMRS Coding
• Industry standard coding
convention for tracking
equipment and maintenance
information
Repair Orders in Real Time
• Repair jobs can be tracked
at every stage from estimate
to invoice

Instantly See Profits & Loss
• Reports & On-screen
tools help evaluate shop
performance throughout
the repair cycle to reveal
real profit margins
PM Scheduling
• Keep preventive
maintenance work organized
• Avoid work orders from
slipping through the cracks
Mobile Repair Order (RO)
• Track technicians and
roadside repairs in real time

•

Management and customers
have unlimited access
to status of emergency
roadside repairs

Inventory and Warranty Tracking
• Track core parts
• Notify management when
parts warranties are due to
expire
• Suggest what inventory
should be replenished based
on usage tracking
• Manage inventories and
operations from multiple
locations

Fleet Maintenance Solution
Maintaining a fleet of vehicles is a huge cost center for any business. Reduce these costs with EMDECS by
tracking cores and warranties, ensuring PM work is completed on time, and even tracking which makes
and models cost the most money. Take the guesswork out of controlling your fleet maintenance costs with
EMDECS.
•
•
•
•

In-depth business analysis
Comprehensive reporting
VMRS coded operations
Real-time repair order tracking

•
•
•

Easy access to maintenance details
Instant access to profit and loss
Integrated MOTORS SRT times

TMS Consulting Services: Guaranteed industry experience
The Right Team for Your Team
Our supply chain consulting services allow you to effectively strategize, design, plan, execute, and monitor
your global supply chain operations with ease. Whether you are merging with another entity, designing a
new distribution network, or optimizing your fleet operations, rely on our decades of experience to attain all
of your logistics needs.

Bottom line benefits
• Accurate data equals optimal
decisions
• Increased asset utilization
• Real-time visibility and status of
assets

•
•
•

PM scheduling factored into
planning/dispatching
Data analysis and reporting across
the organization
Operational reporting of cost
metrics

Where the power is: Incorporating all the
moving parts of your enterprise
While EMDECS is powerful on its own, the real power comes from the fact that it can
be coupled with a Transportation Management System (TMS). By integrating EMDECS
with a TMS, fleets know the true status of an asset. This enables fleet managers and
dispatchers to make optimal decisions as well as real-time decisions when assigning a
driver to an asset and the asset to a route.
EMDECS also tracks pending PM service, giving fleet managers and dispatchers better
insight into the longer-term availability of an asset. They can see exactly when the
asset is due for PM service and can plan and dispatch the asset so it will arrive for the
scheduled service. This visibility makes it easier to match truck availability with drivers
and their available Hours of Service (HOS).
The combination of EMDECS and TMS takes the chaos out of the transportation
function and provides an organization with the tools and functionality to truly manage
the operational process.

A Little About BrightOrder
BrightOrder is a pioneer and industry leader of Fleet Maintenance Software and on premise/
Cloud consulting services. BrightOrder operations include clients and partners throughout
North America, Europe, Australia, and Asia, and we maintain offices in Canada, the United
States, Singapore, and Australia.
Possessing the widest range of Fleet Maintenance functional and technical capabilities, we
have facilitated considerable improvements in efficiencies and effectiveness throughout
the transportation industry. BrightOrder currently hosts more than 1.3 million vehicles
on its cloud based platform sustained by a powerful maintenance backbone that drives
service excellence enabling the streamlining and automation of repair operations for fleet
maintenance and service centers. From the systems and technology that propel supply
chains and global logistics, to the people that support the transport of goods, to the delivery
of products to a consumer’s doorstep, we bring together all the moving parts of your
enterprise.

BRIGHTORDER
Fleet Maintenance Software and Transportation Management Solutions
Take the first step; contact us at sales@brightorder.com or info@brightorder.com to
discover the true potential of your business.
Providing the total logistics package to your operation by bringing EMDECS, our Fleet
Maintenance Software and Transportation Management Solutions together.

Bringing together all the moving parts of your enterprise.

www.brightorder.com
How To Reach Us:
BrightOrder
6450 Kitimat Road • Mississauga, ON L5N 2B8 • Canada
905-501-0911

